the neighbourhood
getting here & getting there

--> GETTING here

getting there -->

from rai station take :
option 01.
Tram 4 --- direction Centraal Station
option 02:
Citybus 65 --- Direction KNSM Eiland
get off at Bus-/tram stop Waalstraat/Rooseveltlaan
(about 3 minutes only)

from our place to...
... the city centre (dam square) take :
Tram 4 --- direction Centraal Station
get off at dam square
(about 20 minutes)

from amstel station take:
option 01:		
tram 12 --- direction station sloterdijk
option 02:
Citybus 65 --- Direction station zuid
get off at Bus-/tram stop victorieplein
(about 3 minutes only)

... the museumsquare area take:
tram 12 --- direction station sloterdijk
get off at museumsquare
(about 10 minutes)

from central station take:
tram 4 --- direction rai station
get off at Bus-/tram stop victorieplein, or
get off at Bus-/tram stop Waalstraat/Rooseveltlaan
(about 20/25 minutes)

if you are on an ambitious cultural mission, you should look into
the amsterdam city card providing free transport, a canal
tour and free entrance to all major museums pus plenty of
other discounts.
more info on public transport?

--- https://9292.nl/en

the neighbourhood
essentials

groceries
deen supermarket
Rijnstraat 154-1, 1079 HR Amsterdam
--- monday - sunday:
8am - 10pm
albert heijn supermarket
Rijnstraat 139, 1079 HC Amsterdam
--- monday-saturday:
8am-10pm
--- sunday:		
10am-10pm
aldi supermarket
Gaaspstraat 41, 1079 VD Amsterdam
--- monday-saturday:
8.30am-8pm
--- sunday:		
12-5pm
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------bakery: remko’sbrood& taartjes
Rijnstraat 176, 1079 HS Amsterdam
--- monday-friday:		
7am - 5.30pm
--- saturday :		
7am - 5pm
--- sunday :		
closed

pharmacy : etos
Rijnstraat 122, 1079 HN Amsterdam
--- monday :
11am - 6pm
--- tuesday - friday:
9am - 6pm
--- saturday: 		
9am - 5.30pm
--- sunday:		
12 - 5pm
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------atm / bank / cash: ing bank
Rijnstraat 93, 1079 HA Amsterdam
--- monday-friday:		
9.30am - 6pm
--- saturday :		
9.30am - 4pm
--- sunday :		
closed
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------bike rental: black bikes rai
black-bikes.com
Maasstraat 106, 1078 HN Amsterdam
--- monday - friday:
8am - 8pm
--- saturday - sunday:
9am - 7pm
therere are also plenty of bike rentals around downtown with
their typical green, red or yellow rental-style looks.: macbike.
nl, yellowbike.nl or greenbudgetbikes.nl

the neighbourhood
coffee & food in the neighbourhood

vascobelo

(* marielle’s favourite!)
award-winning coffee place --> voted best in town...and yes, it’s around the corner from our place! They also serve breakfast and
lunch, And not the prepackaged sandwiches like any other coffee room, but fresh made sandwiches, yoghurt or pastries.
--- www.vascobelo.be/amsterdam-rijnstraat
--- Rijnstraat 117, 1079 HB Amsterdam

la maria
a neighbourhood favorite for dinner. italian home style food, all cooked in the italian stone oven while you watch.
cosy ‘fattoria’ interior.
--- www.restaurantlamaria.com/
--- Vechtstraat 79, 1079 JB Amsterdam

das lekker
EATING HEALTHY? THEN YOU’LL WANT TO KNOW ABOUT DASLEKKER! It’s open during the day for breakfast and lunch (no dinner) .you can
already head over for a coffee in the morning.
--- http://daslekker.nl/
--- Rijnstraat 192, 1079 HS Amsterdam

the neighbourhood
coffee & food in the neighbourhood
broers
only a block away from our place, you will find this comfortable, cozy, hip coffee and lunch corner place, next to tramstop (nr 4).
we’ve heard good things about their apple pie!
with nice outdoor seating as well .
--- https://nl-nl.facebook.com/BroersAmsterdam
--- Rooseveltlaan 67-HS, 1079 AE Amsterdam

amstel boat house
You can go here for a good cup of coffee, lunch and dinner in this recently renovated hidden gem, in a park, next to the amstel
river. you wont find the young hip crowd here, but it is a nice , place to relax, with great service. They have dishes ‘from the land’ or
‘out of the water’, so something for everyone. You can sit in the sun on their big porch, near the water. calming, quiet and delicious!
--- http://amstelboathouse.nl/en/
--- Amsteldijk 223, 1079 LK Amsterdam

The Roast Room (* tobi’s favourite!)
If you like meat, The Roast Room is a must visit! This hotspot has a beautiful interior design and serves breakfast, lunch & dinner.
Extra cool: The Roast Room has its very own butcher. Using all parts of the animals where possible!
This gem is located next to event center the Rai.
--- www.theroastroom.nl/
--- Europaplein 2, 1078 GZ Amsterdam

Strand zuid
go on a holiday... during your holiday! Strand zuid (southern beach) is thé place to relax and enjoy lunch or dinner on their city
beach. drink delicious (special) beers -- there are more than 40 beers on tap and in bottles. On the menu you’ll find pulled pork,
Angus burger or for example a tasty curry sausage. to relax, have a snack or play a game of ping pong. And all of this while
sitting at the water or on the beach.
--- www.strand-zuid.nl/
--- Europaplein 22, 1078 GZ Amsterdam

vis aan de schelde
Herringbone mirrors & tiles adorn this bustling, modern restaurant with a creative seafood dinner menu. you will be served the
most magnificent dishes, with an eye for detail, and the service is first-rate. From start to finish, you will lack for nothing.
the kitchen staff is also very skilled at cooking vegetarian dishes and can accommodate guests with food allergies.
--- en.visaandeschelde.nl
--- Scheldeplein 4, 1078 GR Amsterdam

t huis aan de amstel (* marielle’s favourite!)
A great place to go for coffee, breakfast, lunch, dinner and bites with a beautiful view over the river Amstel. Thuis Aan De Amstel
is located in the former house of the director of the Zuidergasfabriek. The place has a huge sunny outdoor patio and it’s a great
spot to look at all the boats sailing by on a sunny day. The sausages of goose are a must try!
--- http://thuisaandeamstel.nl/
--- Korte Ouderkerkerdijk 45, 1096 AC Amsterdam

the neighbourhood
coffee & food in the neighbourhood
cafe vrijdag
the neighbourhood hotspot! its a good place to work or study, and on fridays its party time! there’s a bar area, some couches to
chill in and drink coffee, have lunch or enjoy dinner. Outside there’s a nice terrace where you can have sun all day..
--- www.cafevrijdagamsterdam.nl/
--- Amsteldijk 137, 1079 LE Amsterdam

weesper
this is the cool younger brother’ of the always bustling Café Vrijdag , on the opposite side of the amstel (see above). you can go to
Weesper for some good food and drinks, And for a lovely place in the sun on the terrace, because Weesper is located on the Amstel.
at Weesper they’ll aim for an approachable atmosphere, with high quality food. you can come here for breakfast, lunch and
dinner. The menu emphasis on fish and vegetable, with extra attention for their very extensive bar bites menu. Sounds good, right?
--- http://weesper.amsterdam
--- Weesperzijde 147, 1091 ET Amsterdam

de vergulden eenhoorn
An old farm (1702) is transformed into a cosy spot where you can have drinks and dinner. A hidden gem in Amsterdam East and a get
away from the busy city life. Behind the farm there is a big terrace where you can find a spot in the sun. Furthermore, the old stable
is reconstructed to a restaurant and bar!
--- www.verguldeneenhoorn.nl
--- Ringdijk 58, 1091 AH Amsterdam

the lobby ( hotel v ) - Fizeaustraat
The Lobby stands for a unique place where restaurant, cafe, hotel bar, private dining and creative event spaces come together in an
an inspiring setting. In short: a “culinary living lobby”. good coffee, lunch, dinner options, great wine and friendly service!
--- www.thelobbyfizeaustraat.nl/en/index.html
--- Fizeaustraat 2, 1097 SC Amsterdam

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

slightly further out, a bit hidden, but totally worth a visit!

a beautifull mess (* marielle’s favourite!)
this pop-up restaurant is located in the laundry room of the former Bijlmerbajes (the amsterdam jail!). it simply is a very cool and
especially unique experience. besides that it is founded by a Refugee Company to help new refugees with the search for a job and to
stimulate them to keep on improving their qualities.
food-wise: Think of coffee / lunch / dinner : shared dining with dishes made with fresh ingredients and flavours from the Middle
East and Africa.
--- www.abeautifulmess.nl/
--- H.J.E. Wenckebachweg 48, 1096 AN Amsterdam

amsterdam
coffee culture
brazuca (* tobi’s favourite!)
“Brazuca” is a gentle, non-offensive way brazilians use to adress themselves. ... And also the name of this friendly & cozy coffee place
(one near our place and one in the pijp) . we go here for a great cup of coffee and for a bit of brazil on a rainy sunday afternoon .
don’t forget to try the Pao de Queijo as well... yum!
--- http://www.brazucacoffee.nl/
--- Rijnstraat 22, 1078 RB Amsterdam
--- Ferdinand Bolstraat 113, 1072 LE Amsterdam
lot sixty one
Lot Sixty One is a coffee lover’s paradise. Great tasting coffee that’s roasted fresh daily on location. They also serve baked goods in
a cool, relaxed space with rustic woods & subway tiles. The eye catcher is the black and shiny coffee machine of Spirit.
--- www.lotsixtyonecoffee.com
--- locations all over amsterdam.

brandmeesters
you find this hybrid just two blocks west of the museum quarter brewing coffees and also selling machines & beans etc
--- www.brandmeesters.nl/
--- Van Baerlestraat 13, 1071 AM Amsterdam

koffie salon
a good cup form a hand-pressed machine with lots of locations
--- https://dekoffiesalon.nl
--- locations all over amsterdam

white label coffee

(* tobi’s favourite!)
a minimal interior brightened up by an always smiling crew and the taste of a perfect cup make this a great stop, close to the up &
coming mercator plein neighborhood.
--- https://whitelabelcoffee.nl/
--- Jan Evertsenstraat 136, 1056 EK Amsterdam

scandinavian embassy
Scandinavian-style breakfast, lunch & specialty coffee served in a minimal, rustic space.
--- scandinavianembassy.nl
--- Sarphatipark 34, 1072 PB Amsterdam

cut throat barber & coffee (* tobi’s favourite!)
successful mix of barbershop & location. the crew from new zealand gives it the right edgy vibes.
--- www.cutthroatbarber.nl
--- Beursplein 5, 1012 JW Amsterdam

amsterdam
breakfast / lunch / dinner
cafe de winkel
famous for it’s delicious apple cake (some say the best in town!)). 2 minutes north of anne frank house. enjoy a cup of coffee with
apple cake on the terrace on sunny days. all year round.
--- www.winkel43.nl
--- Noordermarkt 43, 1015 NA Amsterdam

burger bar
Starting with the freshest natural ingredients – your Burgerbar experience begins. Locally baked burger buns, crisp iceberg lettuce,
rucola, tomato and pickle on your burger of choice.
--- burgerbar.nl
--- different locations all over town

de laatste kruimel
just off the main shopping area, this hidden treasure named ‘the last crumble’ serves good homestyle cake & quiches in a nice modest
interior. One look at the tasty treats in the window of De Laatste Kruimel will stop you in your tracks. There is always a crowd
gawking at the pastries ...
--- delaatstekruimel.nl
---Langebrugsteeg 4, 1012 GB Amsterdam

coffee & coconuts (marielle’s favourite!)
Craft coffee, fresh coconut juice & an eclectic menu served in an amazing airy space with beach-shack vibes. this is absolutely the
best place to relax, drink a coffee or a juice, and to read through your amsterdam guide, deciding on where to go next.
--- http://coffeeandcoconuts.com/
--- Ceintuurbaan 282-284, 1072 LR Amsterdam
pizzabakkers
a nice concept serving pizza and prosecco. thin crunchy dough.
--- www.depizzabakkers.nl/
--- different locations all over town

pllek (tobi’s favourite!)
this place is completely assembled out of shipping containers matching its location in the northern harbor of the former ndsm ship
yard. great artificial beach in the summer, open fire place inside during the colder months. great detail: take the free 10 min ferry ride
through the harbor to get there, departing just behind central station (left pier, boat to ‘ndsm’)
--- www.pllek.nl/
--- Tt. Neveritaweg 59, 1033 WB Amsterdam
sla (marielle’s favourite!)
hotspot for the best salads and juices! The most delicious salads, juices made fresh to order - make your own, or pick one from their
menu. The salad bar itself is made in the shape of a glass house.
--- ilovesla.com
--- different locations all over town

amsterdam
breakfast / lunch / dinner
fa. pekelhaaring
dutch freestyle (breakfast / lunch / dinner) with a touch of italian, nice second-hand interior, probably 15 min walking from our
place just up on rijnstraat
--- www.pekelhaaring.nl
--- Van Woustraat 127, 1074 AH Amsterdam

rijsel
belgian premium food with a passion for the french kitchen. Rijsel is the result of a passion for the French kitchen and an attempt to
catch the lightheartedness of Flanders. In a classic meets ‘60s interior with a modern industrial feel they serve no-nonsense food
for a fair price.
--- rijsel.com/en/
--- marcusstraat 52, 1091 tk amsterdam

bukowski
Funky, urban cafe & cocktail bar with a terrace, serving burgers, baguettes & flammkuchen.
--- www.barbukowski.nl/
--- Oosterpark 10, 1092 AE Amsterdam

the butcher
come during the early eve for a good burger, come later in the eve to pass a secret door in the back to a dance party. you might need
a passford, check their facebook site.
what happens in the Secret Kitchen of The Butcher… stays in The Secret Kitchen of The Butcher.
--- the-butcher.com
--- Albert Cuypstraat 129, 1053 BE Amsterdam

de hallen
this former tram depot now houses a mix of food stalls, library, concept stores, cinema and a hotel. excellent on a rainy day!
--- dehallen-amsterdam.nl
--- Hannie Dankbaarpassage 47, 1053 RT Amsterdam

burgermeester
burgers a la card with local ingredients such as texel lamb etc. special burger of the month. try the ‘trio;, 3 small burgers of your
choice.
--- www.burgermeester.eu/
--- different locations all over town

pOOL - the student hotel
mediterranean tapas fusion in a colorfull and light-filled environment, great for brunch. Dive into the delicious menu at The Pool, the
new restaurant in their flagship location
--- www.thestudenthotel.com/amsterdam-city/work-meet/catering/
--- Wibautstraat 129, 1091 GL Amsterdam

amsterdam
after dark
these clubs provide good line-ups. check the homepages for details.

de school
a former school has been transformed in this CONCEPT: CLUB, stage, CAFE and RESTAURANT. initiated by the founders of renowned club
‘trouw’. We can’t wait to dance, eat or drink a coffee in De School! Can you?
--- www.deschoolamsterdam.nl
--- Doctor Jan van Breemenstraat 1, 1056 AB Amsterdam

radion
Industrial-chic bar & cafe in a cultural event space, offering pizzas, burgers & a seasonal terrace.
--- www.radionamsterdam.nl
--- Louwesweg 1, 1066 EA Amsterdam

cafe brecht
this is your berlin living room with the matching wide beer selection including ‘zäpfle’.
--- www.cafebrecht.nl/
--- Weteringschans 157, 1017 SE Amsterdam

brouwerij ‘t ij
the authentic organic microbrewery located in an old windmill. if you never liked heineken, this is your place! keep in mind that they
serve the last round at 7.45pm sharp due to limited licensing as a tasting room and not an official bar
--- www.brouwerijhetij.nl/
--- Funenkade 7, 1018 AL Amsterdam

butcher’s tears
this small & mninmal tasting palce & microbrewery is located a bit off the beaten track, especialy nice on a sunny day.
butchers-tears.com / Karperweg 45

door 74
elaborate hidden speakeasy cocktail bar. call, reserve a table and ring the buzzer. enjoy quietly.
--- www.door-74.com/
--- Reguliersdwarsstraat 74I, 1017 BN Amsterdam

nieuwe anita
some sort of ex-squat with a wild brooklyn underdog feeling.starts early and closes 1am-ish. good affordable freestyle cocktails.
--- www.denieuweanita.nl/
--- Frederik Hendrikstraat 111, 1052 HN Amsterdam

amsterdam
after dark
hannekes boom
Hannekes Boom is really unique, beach style restaurant on an island in the canal close to Central Station. When the weather gets
sunny. trendy peeps head to Hannekes Boom Amsterdam. This is one of the best locations for a day in the sun. It’s always crowded, with
people drinking at the picnic tables or sitting on the quay. It’s self service so you have to order your food at the (busy) bar. The food is
very affordable and the menu changes every few months. At night this place is magical with lights in the trees.
--- hannekesboom.nl
--- Dijksgracht 4, 1019 BS Amsterdam

wynand fockink
authentic jenever tasting room and distillery from 1679. closes at 9pm. You will find this Proeflokaal (Dutch for tasting tavern) and
liquor store in the Pijlsteeg, an alley behind the National Monument on the Dam square in Amsterdam. liqueurs and genevers are still
being made using the same 17th century traditional craft methods.
--- wynand-fockink.nl
--- Pijlsteeg 31, 1012 HH Amsterdam

TALES & SPIRITS
Tales and Spirits is a cocktail bar with restaurant serving exquisite drinks, food, and bar bites in contemporary, unique, and vintage
glassware. great place for cocktails & dinner in the heart of the old town.
--- www.talesandspirits.com
--- Lijnbaanssteeg 5-7, 1012 TE Amsterdam

club canvas
Club Canvas is located on the rooftop of the Volkshotel. Until 11 pm this cool rooftop club is a restaurant and bar. After 11 pm the
tables are put aside and the DJ takes over the booth. this place is all but the typical club. The club nights range from hip hop to
electronic music and bands. Make sure to check the agenda before you go! I highly recommend going for dinner to restaurant Canvas
op de 7e before partying until the early hours.
--- www.volkshotel.nl/en/canvas
--- Wibautstraat 150, 1091 GR Amsterdam

twenty third bar / okura hotel
In a city like Amsterdam, being on the 23rd floor is like being on top of the world. Hotel guests as well as locals find their way to this
international champagne and cocktail bar on the 23rd floor of Hotel Okura Amsterdam. undeniably one of the best views in town.
--- www.okura.nl/en/culinary/twenty-third-bar
--- Ferdinand Bolstraat 333, 1072 LH Amsterdam

twenty third bar / okura hotel
In a city like Amsterdam, being on the 23rd floor is like being on top of the world. Hotel guests as well as locals find their way to this
international champagne and cocktail bar on the 23rd floor of Hotel Okura Amsterdam. undeniably one of the best views in town.
--- www.okura.nl/en/culinary/twenty-third-bar
--- Ferdinand Bolstraat 333, 1072 LH Amsterdam

amsterdam
shopping
note that most stores (except supermarkets) close at 6pm, on thisrday’s during the ‘shoping eve’ this extends to 9pm (in donwntown)

hutspot
named after the infamous dutch mixed-meshed-vegetable dish, this hybrid of shop, food, galley and barber shop is one of the anchors
in the ‘pijp’ neighborhood. you will surely walk out with a treasure you didn’t even know you wanted. Hutspot has a trendy interior
design in which hunting trophies hang next to fashion shoots from a magazine. Furthermore you’ll find fun things for your home ,
hipster clothes and accessories for men and women.
--- www.hutspot.com
--- Van Woustraat 4, 1073 LL Amsterdam

droog design
Droog Amsterdam is divided in lots of separate rooms, with a women en men’s clothes section and a spa section. Downstairs it’s a
candy store for everyone who loves design. From smaller accessories, to kitchen supplies and gadgets. You can browse around for
hours. There’s a restaurant aswell named Roomservice with a very good lunch menu. Healthy sandwiches with delicious grilled
vegetables and hummus or salmon and avocado.
--- www.droog.com
--- Staalstraat 7-A, 1011 JJ Amsterdam

Tenue de nimes
Tenue de Nîmes Amsterdam is a very cool concept store. The shop is completely dominated by denim, so are you a jeans-fan? Than you
should go here! And don’t forget to drink a cup of coffee from Lot Sixty One.
--- www.tenuedenimes.com
--- Elandsgracht 60, 1016 TX Amsterdam

Episode
If you like wearing vintage and secondhand clothing, then you must know Episode in Amsterdam. and... for good prices.
--- www.episode.eu
--- different locations in amsterdam

restored
The Haarlemmersdijk/straat is full of trendy stores and perfect for a day of shopping in Amsterdam. Restored is a beautiful concept
store, The collection contains a great selection of handmade clothes, items for your home and accessories. And everything is so cute
you want to take it home with you!
--- restored.nl
--- Haarlemmerdijk 39, 1013 KA Amsterdam

things i like things i love (* marielle’s favourite!)
This shop features the unique collection of A combination of vintage, second hand, new clothes, young designers and customised items.
Go there regularly since the collection changes almost every week! also sells cold ‘club mate’ bottles for those who miss berlin.
--- www.thingsilikethingsilove.com
--- different locations in amsterdam

